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Polarized resonant Raman study of isolated single-wall carbon nanotubes:
Symmetry selection rules, dipolar and multipolar antenna effects
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We studied the polarization dependence of the resonance Raman spectra for several different isolated single-
wall carbon nanotubes~SWNTs!. One isolated SWNT acts as a dipolar antenna, polarized along the tube axis.
For light polarized parallel to the tube axis, the strong resonance-effect breaks the symmetry-selection rules,
and symmetry-forbidden modes appear in the Raman spectrum. When the light is not polarized parallel to the
tube axis,G-band mode symmetries can be identified. UnusualG-mode intensity behavior is observed when
the Raman signal is obtained from more than one SWNT, suggesting a complex multipolar antenna pattern.
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Since their first observation in 1993 by Bethuneet al.1

and by Iijima and Ichihashi2 single-wall carbon nanotube
~SWNTs! have been intensively studied for their interesti
one-dimensional~1D! physical properties and for their hig
potential for technological applications.3,4 Because of their
strong electron-phonon coupling under resonance cond
and the quantum confinement of the electronic states in
1D material, resonance Raman spectroscopy has provid
valuable tool for the study of both the vibrational and t
electronic properties of SWNTs, first as grown in bundle5

and recently also as grown in isolation on a Si/Si2

substrate.6–10 In this work we analyze the dependence of t
resonance Raman spectra on the polarization scattering
ometry for several different isolated SWNTs. As we discu
here, the polarization dependence of the resonanceG-band
Raman spectra is sensitive to their mode symmetries (A, E1,
andE2), to the resonant nature of the scattering process,
to the presence of neighboring tubes.

The two important first-order features in the Raman sp
tra of SWNTs are the radial breathing mode~RBM!, with
A(A1g) symmetry and the tangentialG band, composed o
six modes, two of each of the symmetries:A(A1g), E1(E1g),
and E2(E2g).3,5 So far, most of the work using polarize
resonance Raman spectroscopy on aligned SWNT sam
reported a simple intensity dependence for the Raman sig
where all the modes exhibit a maximum when the light
polarized along the tube axis, and is strongly suppres
when the light~either incident or scattered! is polarized per-
pendicular to the tube axis.11–13 These polarization effect
are due to the resonant nature of the Raman scattering
cess in SWNTs, as predicted by Ajiki and Ando.14 A
symmetry-selection study of theG-band modes was alread
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reported in the polarized resonance Raman spectra of alig
SWNT bundlesat Elaser52.41 eV excitation, with a SWNT
broad diameter distribution peaked atdt51.85 nm, showing
that theG-band profile forsemiconductingSWNTs can be
deconvolved into four components with the following sym
metry assignments: 1549 cm21(E2), 1567 cm21(A1E1),
1590 cm21(A1E1), and 1607 cm21(E2).15

In the present work we show, by studyingisolated
SWNTs, that the polarization behavior of the Raman mo
exhibits a much more complicated behavior than the sim
dipolar antenna effect that has been conside
previously.11–13 A symmetry-selection analysis15,16 can, in
fact, be carried out when light is not polarized parallel to t
tube axis. Furthermore, we show that the presence of ne
boring isolated SWNTs modify the simple dipolar anten
behavior of a single isolated SWNT.

The isolatedSWNTs were prepared by a chemical vapo
deposition method on a Si/SiO2 substrate containing
nanometer-sized iron-catalyst particles.6 This procedure is
more reliable than previously reported methods of sam
preparation for single nanotube spectroscopy,11,13 since only
isolated tubes are grown and no SWNT bundles
formed.17 Atomic-force microscopy images show that th
sample has SWNTs with diametersdt ranging from 1 to 3
nm, a very low SWNT density, containing only;40 nano-
tubes in a 100mm2 area, and providing good spatial isola
tion between the SWNTs. Very few of them (,10%) are
found to be close enough to each other to be illuminated
the same time in one laser spot (;1 mm). Raman spectra
from isolated SWNTs resonant with the incident laser lig
@514.5 nm (Elaser52.41 eV) from an Ar ion laser# were
obtained using a single monochromator Renishaw spectr
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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eter, equipped with a notch filter and a charge-coupled de
~CCD! detector. A set of lenses put in the laser path expa
the beam diameter to benefit from the maximum availa
numerical aperture, hence, getting the highest spatial res
tion. The Raman spectra were collected in a backscatte
configuration by a microscope using a 503 objective. To
avoid polarization effects related to the spectrometer opt
the polarization studies were performed using al/2 plate
situated close to the sample~at the enlarged laser beam!, to
rotate both the incident and backscattered light. A fixed
larizer was used to analyze the scattered light polarized
allel to the incident-light polarization~VV configuration!. To
obtain the VH signal~incident and scattered-light polarize
perpendicular to each other!, the scattered light was rotate
by anotherl/2 plate, keeping the same scattered-light po
ization direction in the grating and in the CCD.

Figures 1~a! and 1~b! display, respectively, the VV and
VH G-band Raman spectra taken from one light spot on
sample where a SWNT resonant withElaser was found. The
angle between the nanotube axis and the incident-light po
ization is denoted byf. The dependence of theG-band in-
tegrated intensity on the anglef is shown in Figs. 1~c! VV
and 1~d! VH with filled symbols. Open symbols show thef
angular dependence of the VV and VH resonant Raman
nal for a different SWNT sitting at another light spot on t
substrate. Both SWNTs exhibit the samef polarization de-
pendence, and the samef dependence is also found for th
A(A1g) RBM ~not shown in the figure!. The points in Figs.

FIG. 1. ~a! and~b! show the VV and VHG-band Raman spectr
from one light spot on the sample, taken with different anglesf
~see text!. The filled symbols in~c! and ~d! show the VV and VH
G-band integrated intensity~Lorentzian fit! for the light spot shown
in ~a! and ~b!. Open symbols show similar behavior for a resona
SWNT in another light spot. The solid/dashed curves show a fi
the solid/open data points with the functions~c! cos4(f1Df) and
~d! sin2(f1Df)cos2(f1Df), with Df57.9° for both solid curves
andDf51.7° for both dashed curves.
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1~c! and 1~d! can be fit well with cos4(f1Df) ~VV ! and
sin2(f1Df)cos2(f1Df) ~VH! functions, that account for
the incident and scattered electric-field components along
axis of a perfectly aligned SWNT~see Ref. 12!. The nano-
tube axis direction (f50°) was found by turning thel/2
plate to obtain the maximum signal, according to the de
larization effect.14 Df accounts for the error in the exper
mental setting off50°. We obtainedDf57.9° for the
solid data points corresponding to the SWNT in Figs. 1~a!
and 1~b!, and we obtainedDf51.7° for the open-symbo
data points in~c! and~d!. This procedure can be used to fin
the nanotube orientation on a surface to high accuracy.

The results shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! are in agreemen
with previous works,11–13 and with polarization measure
ments performed on several other isolated SWNTs on
same Si/SiO2 substrate as was used for Fig. 1~not shown
here!. It is important to note that previous results on no
aligned SWNT bundles indicate that the antenna effec
stronger for metallic SWNTs than for semiconductin
SWNTs.16,18,19From the various features~RBM, G band,D
band,G8 band! in the Raman spectra of isolated SWNTs, w
can identify the atomic and electronic structure of a SWN
that is resonant with a given laser excitation ener
Elaser.

6–10 By analyzing the different isolated SWNTs ob
served in this work, we conclude that the antenna effec
strongly operative for SWNTs resonant with variousEii tran-
sitions ~we measured semiconducting SWNTs withi 52 to
5!, for the resonance occurring with either the incident
scattered photons, and for SWNTs up to relatively large
ameters (dt.2.0 nm).

It is noteworthy that according to group theory, the Z
polarized spectra~incident and scattered light polarize
along the tube axis, equivalent to the VV spectra atf50° or
at 180° in Fig. 1! should exhibit onlyA(A1g) modes. How-
ever, all theG-band modes are observed, indicating that
strong-resonance effect breaks the symmetry-selection ru
When the polarization direction of the light is turned wi
respect to the tube axis, the polarization effect is suppres
and the symmetry-selection rules could then be elucida
This result is shown in Fig. 2 for another light spot on t
sample, where the antenna effect for theG-band spectra is
shown in Fig. 2~a! for f50° to f580°. The inset to Fig.
2~a! shows the RBM at 174 cm21. Figure 2~b! shows all the
spectra in Fig. 2~a! normalized according to the highest in
tensity peak at 1592 cm21. A different intensity behavior for
different modes is clearly observed. Figure 2~c! shows the
VV and VH spectra for f580°. According to group
theory,15 the VV spectrum should be dominated by tw
A(Ag) and twoE2(E2g) modes, theE2 modes being close to
its maximum contribution.20 The VH spectrum should be
dominated by twoE1(E1g) modes. We can thus make th
following symmetry assignments: oneE2(E2g) mode ap-
pears at 1555 cm21; two E1(E1g) modes appear at 1566 an
1592 cm21; and two A(A1g) modes appear at 1578 an
1592 cm21. These results are in excellent agreement w
theoretical predictions with respect to the frequency order
of the different symmetry modes,20,21and also in good agree
ment with previously reported experimental results
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aligned SWNT bundles.15,16 It is important to notice that the
small spectral features in Fig. 2~c! have a very low intensity
and, therefore, a long accumulation time is necessary to
serve the modes experimentally. However, the results are
producible and were observed in more than one isola
SWNT ~results not shown here!.

Although the antenna effect seems to be the general
havior for one isolated SWNT, we, however, find reson
SWNTs for a small number of light spots that exhibit unus
intensity behavior for the severalG-band modes, and do no
exhibit a strong suppression of the Raman signal for li
polarized perpendicular to the nanotube axis. In these ca
such as in the example shown in Fig. 3, we observe
peaks in the RBM region@Fig. 3~a!#, indicative of two reso-
nant SWNTs in the same light spot, i.e., distant from ea
other by less than the wavelength of the light. TheG-band
spectra in Fig. 3~b! exhibit a complicated and unusualf
angular dependence that cannot be understood consid
the dipolar antenna effect and group-theory predictions:~i!
the intensity for the 1572 cm21 and 1591 cm21 peaks are
practically constant for all values off; ~ii ! there is an un-
usually intense peak at 1600 cm21 with a strongf depen-
dence, being a maximum when the total Raman integra
intensity @Fig. 3~c!# is a maximum. The results presented
Fig. 3 suggest that the two superimposed dipole fields fr
two nanotubes at different origins and with different relati
orientations modify the simple dipolar antenna pattern of o
single isolated SWNT, resulting in a complex multipole a
tenna pattern. The SWNTs in Fig. 3 can be tentatively
signed as the (23,1) and (18,4) that, according to Ref
should have RBMs, respectively, at 133 and 154 cm21, as
observed, andE44

S at 2.36 and 2.39 eV, respectively. Th
very close values ofE44

S for these tubes suggest the possib
ity of strong coupling in forming the local field multipola

FIG. 2. Raman spectra for a different light-spot position on
Si/SiO2 substrate than for Fig. 1.~a! shows the antenna effect fo
the G-band spectra, forf50° to f580°. The inset to~a! shows
the RBM feature at 174 cm21, which characterizes the tube diam
eter dt51.43 nm.6 ~b! shows the spectra in~a!, but normalized to
the highest intensity peak at 1592 cm21. ~c! shows the VV and VH
spectra forf580°. The mode frequencies are all displayed
cm21.
12140
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antenna pattern. The identification of this unusual polari
tion behavior with the presence of more than one SW
within the same light spot is confirmed by measuring t
polarization behavior of SWNT samples with a larger dens
of tubes in the Si/SiO2 substrate. In such larger densi
samples, unusual behavior of this kind is observed more
ten. Furthermore, these results can explain how in alig
multiwall carbon nanotubes22 and in semiconducting SWNT
in bundles,15,16 the polarization behavior was observed to
consistent with bond-polarization theory.20 The depolariza-
tion effects can be suppressed by the electronic field fr
other graphitic layers or by neighboring SWNTs.

In summary, we showed that a single isolated SWNT a
as a dipole antenna, with the emission of Raman scatte
light being strongly suppressed when the incident or sc
tered light is polarized perpendicular to the nanotube axis
agreement with previous studies.11–13 From the several fea
tures in the Raman spectra of the isolated SWNTs we
identify structural and electronic properties,6–10 and we
found that the antenna effect is observed independent of
resonant electronic transitionEii , whether the resonance oc
curs with the incident or scattered photon, and the ante
effect seems to be effective even for relatively large diame
SWNTs (dt.2 nm).

For light polarized along the tube axis, the strong re
nance effect breaks the symmetry-selection rules
symmetry-forbidden modes can be observed. When the l
is not polarized parallel to the tube axis,G-band mode sym-
metries are identified by polarization selection rules. The
sults are in good agreement with theoretical predictions20,21

and experimental observations on SWNT bundles.15,16

We also report on the suppression of the antenna effec
light spots where the Raman signal was obtained from m
than one SWNT, suggesting that the two superimposed
pole fields from different origins and orientations modify th
simple dipolar antenna pattern of an isolated SWNT. T
unusual intensity polarization behavior of the differe

e FIG. 3. ~a! Raman spectrum of the RBMs for one light spot o
the sample.~b! Thef dependence of theG-band Raman spectra in
the same spot as~a!, with the G-band mode frequencies displaye
(cm21). ~c! The f dependence of theG-band integrated intensitie
~arb. units! in ~b!.
2-3
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G-band symmetry modes provide evidence for this multip
lar antenna pattern. It is important to note that different u
usual intensity polarization behaviors were observed for
ferent light spots with two resonant SWNTs. This res
indicates that different nanotubes with different spatial
rangements~different origin and axes orientations! give dif-
ferent multipolar antenna patterns. To clarify this rich pol
ization behavior, new experiments need to be performed
using sufficiently advanced technology to manipulate
relative position between two neighboring SWNTs.
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